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Abstract: Object detection in images is a process whose goal is 

to determine the position of the objects in the image along with 

identifying them. Challenges, facing object detection, such as 

determination of the lighting, changing the perspective, image 

resizing, image extension, and rotating the original image, have 

led to miscellaneous methods. Geometrical methods deal with 

finding the primary lines, while the visual one aims at the way 

the pixels are connected. In each method, the discerning 

features among different image groups should be extracted. 

This paper reviews several object detection methods, including 

the intended-area identifying methods along with the area 

describing ones. 
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1. Introduction 

Image processing science has been formed as the first 

computers were being produced. There are various 

conferences, held annually on machine sight, computer 

sight, pattern recognition, and artificial intelligence, 

whose main goal is to write algorithms with which one 

can perform image-processing procedures on pictures, 

taken by cameras. For segmentation and interpretation 

purposes, many algorithms have focused on two 

dimensional T images which may include landscapes, 

medical images, artificial images, meteorological 

pictures, text-related images, diagrams and mathematical 

equation figures, and any image, produced by different 

types of cameras, telescope, microscope, medical imaging 

devices, etc. Some of these procedures are related to 

deleting and promoting the image’s quality but its chief 

part is about object detection. The term object is given to 

all natural and artificial things, present in the image. 

Object detection process is about the easiest to the most 

complicated analysis in which seeing an image leads to 

concluding it. Object detection could involve image 

segmentation, identification of artificial and natural 

objects in the image, changing signs and hand-written 

words to typed text, determining the patient’s status via 

medical images, determining the status of human body 

members, identification based on the face, determining an 

individual’s happiness and sadness based on his facial 

expression, determining the social, economic, and 

political status of a society, and determining and solving 

mathematical problems. To detect the shapes, the 

computer technology is related to computer sight and 

image processing which deals with identifying conceptual 

samples of the objects, connected to a certain category 

such as human detection in public places, face detection, 

identification of the animals along with their 

characteristics, cars’ detection in highways, and detection 

of buildings, etc. in digital pictures and films. Some areas 

of object detection, including face detection as well as 

identification of the pedestrians, are among the items, 

widely researched and studied. 

Detection Methods Based on Objects’ Appearance: 
The set of pixels, related to an object are firstly located 

by area descriptor. Afterwards its feature area is extracted 

via describing methods. 

 

 

1.1. Descriptors of the Intended Area 

Such descriptors distinguish among various areas of the 

image. Varied methods try to increase the discriminating 

power so that they can detect certain objects in the 

images. Some of these detectors are reviewed in what 

follows. 

 

1.1.1 Corner-Based Harris Descriptors 

   Corner-Based Harris Descriptor identifies the 

considered area by means of the matrix, established by 

second-level moment. 

μ= [
Ix

2(P)
IxIy(P)

TxIy(P)

I2(y)
] = [
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C D
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(1) 

Iy and Ix are the first level derivative of the intensity of 

Image I at position P, in y,x direction respectively. Power 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

scale of corner C is calculated by avoiding the 

decomposition of the specific amount to the efficiency 

via second-level moment matrix as below: 

C = Det(μ) − k × Tr(μ)2

= (AC − B2) − k
× (A + C)2

 

(2) 
Using this equation, no-maximum amounts are omitted 

and Harris’ corner is identified by positive responses of 

Function c. Harris point descriptor distributes a large 

amount of considered points repetitively. The main 

advantage of this descriptor is its calculation speed while 

its weakness is that it only determines the location of the 

intended points. The features of the intended areas such 

as the scale or orientation are determined for consecutive 

description. This detector has a constant feature with 

rotation.  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

1.1.2 Detectors Based n Hessian Matrix 
 

 

 

   Hessian Matrix detectors are based on Harris Detector 

method. The main principle of Hessian is introduced by 

Hessian Matrix in Equation 3-3. In order to identify the 

edges and spots via second derivative, it gives a powerful 

answer: 

𝜇 = [
𝐼𝑥𝑥(𝑃)
𝐼𝑥𝑦(𝑃)

𝐼𝑥𝑦(𝑃)

𝐼𝑦𝑦(𝑝)
] 

(3) 

Ixy and Ixx are the second derivative of the intensity of the 

image I at position P in directions x and y. And Ixy is the 

combination of derivative x and y in the image 

orientation. Selection criteria of Hessian points are to use 

the Hessian matrix, established after omitting the non-

maximums. Detectors, based on Hessian Matrix, identify 

spot-like structures, in correspondence to Laplacian 

Operator, having a constant feature with rotation. 

  

 

 

1.1.3 Hessian and Harris Detectors, Compatible 

with Scale 

   The idea of selecting the feature scale due to not having 

a constant feature is shaped with the scale, itself. The 

characteristics of scale space have been studied 

specifically. Based on these researches on scale space, 

spots with local extreme of Laplacian space S in equation 

3-4, are used as a criterion for selecting the scale. In 

different references this method is often known as 

Laplacian Hessian or Laplacian Harris detectors. 

Standard deviation of Gaussian Smoothing is expressed 

by S for making scale space: 

S=s2 × |Ixx(p) + Iyy(𝑝)| 

(4) 

Laplacian Harris and Hessian detectors have shown 

similar features as comprehensive distribution, both 

having constant feature with scale. 

 

 

1.1.4 Gaussian Difference Detector (DoC) 

   Gaussian Difference Function D is applied on images 

which have become opaque many times. For local scale 

Sn and Sn+1 we have: 

D(P.Sx)= (G(P.Sx)-G(P.Sxy)) ×I(P)  
(5) 

 

G(P.Sx)=G((x,y). Sx)=
1

2πs2
e-(x2+y2)/2s2

 

(6) 

 

In this equation, the variant G refers to the size of 

Gaussian scale s; l the intensity of the image at position 

p; and the asterisk is convulsion operator.  Gaussian 

difference can be measured faster than Laplacian scale, 

which can determine the local key point accurately. 

Identification is done with detecting histogram of 

difference. The detector showed that its behavior is 

similar to Hessian detector, identifying the similar spot 

structures. The main variance of DoC detector is that in 

case of image resizing, it can identify the area. 

 

1.1.5 Edge-Based regions (EBR) and Intensity-Based 

Regions (IBR):    
EBR Detector deals with the edges’ behavior around a 

considered point. In this method the specific photometry 

quantities of calculation are being used as stopping 

criterion along the edge. Firstly the position of the 

considered point (P) and the position of the edge, 

obtained from stopping criterion (P, P) are defined as a 

relative frame. The main advantage of this detector is the 

fastness of its performance, compared to EBSR Detector. 

On the other hand, IBR deals with the points around a 

point in the image with high intensity. Initially, along the 

radial symmetry of rays, emitted from detected points 

with high intensity, the specific function of image 

intensity f = f(x) is generated on several scales, with the 

stopping criterion, introduced via the local maximum. All 

stopping points, related to each other in an intended 

shape, are substituted by an oval. The performance time 

of this detector is better than EBR. 
 

 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

2. Detectors of the Intended Region 

 

   The characteristic of detectors, describing the region, 

are studied along with local vicinity detectors by 

available variant features. The concept of constant is that 

the detectors should be strong against various changes of 

the image such as causal damages, scale change, change 

in the lighting intensity, and artificial compressing (like 

jpeg). It has been seen that detectors’ performance 

excessively depends on the power of region detectors. 

Wrong identification of the region’s position is greatly 

influential on detectors’ performance. Nonetheless, being 

strong against any position (relatively small) or 

identification of physical shape’s errors are important 

features of efficient region detectors. 

One of these detectors is pixel intensity vectors at the 

considered region. By means of vectors’ interdependence 

the similarity of the regions is measured. Another 

important issue is big dimensions of these detectors for 

adjusting and detecting tasks. There have been many 

calculative attempts so that by decreasing the dimensions 

of the detector its discriminative power will be kept. 

Detectors can be categorized into three main groups of 

distribution-based detectors, filter-based ones, and the 

rest. Distribution-based methods present a certain 

description of the region’s features by the histograms, 

mostly using geometrical features of the considered 

points as well as local orientation information. 

Geometrical features are position and orientation; 

considered points, the edges and corners; and local 

orientation information, the gradients. One of the 

distribution-based detectors is SIFT and the gradient, pca. 

2.1  SIFT Detector 
It is one of the most popular detectors which has been 

suggested and has developed an accurate design of 

detectors and descriptors’ combination with high 

efficiency. The combination of detector and descriptor is 

called the feature of unchanging compared transformation 

(SIFT) which includes the detector of an invariant region 

with scale, called Gaussian difference detector (DoC) as 

well as an appropriate descriptor, mostly referred to as 

key SIFT. DoC detector identifies the considered point, 

repeated a lot. In order to achieve an unvarying 

description with rotation, firstly the main orientation of 

the region is obtained by 36 orienting histograms from 

gradient orientations, which are weighted within 

Gaussian rotating window. Accordingly, the specific 

domain of the gradient m and orientation o is calculated 

for each pixel in the image via pixel difference as the 

following: 

 

 

 

 

m=√(I(x+Iy)-I(x-Iy))
2
+(I(x,y+I)+I(x,y-1))

2
   

(7) 

∅=tan-1(
(I(x,y+I)+I(x,y-I)

(I(x+I,y)-(I(x-I+y)
)  

(8) 

 

The dimensions of repeatability window, estimated by 

DoG detector, are well determined. It is possible that 

more than one main orientation exists inside the 

presented rotating window, in which case several 

descriptors are established in a location with varying 

orientations. All weighted gradients are normalized to the 

main circular orientation by the descriptor. The circular 

region is divided around the 4*4 patched key point 

without any overlap with the gradient histogram of the 

orientations, calculated inside these patches. Smoothing 

the histogram has been done in order to avoid the sudden 

changes of the orientation and the number of bins has 

been decreased to 8 so that the descriptor’s size will be 

limited. As a result an 8*8 = 128 dimension feature 

vector is established for each key point.  

Finally the feature vector is normalized to length unit, 

and undergoes thresholding to decrease the impacts of 

linear and non-linear lighting changes. This descriptor’s 

unvarying features with scale are due to unvarying scaled 

features of DoG detector. Constancy with rotation has 

been performed by considered main orientation 

determination. Constant descriptor does not have causal 

transformation. All the same, SIF calculation might be 

feasible on other kinds of detectors; therefore, it can use 

other detectors for scaled invariance as well as casual 

transformation, becoming complemented during the 

process. 

 

 

2.1.1 PCA-SIFT or PCA Gradient 

SIFT description method is a key with corrected 

describing dimensions. Instead of calculating the gradient 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

histogram on DoG points, the primary component 

analysis (PCA) is being used. A 41*41 patch is extracted 

in the centralized scale on key points. Afterwards instead 

of using the histogram, patch description is presented by 

local gradient orientation with the PCA from the most 

important specific vectors. It has practically been shown 

that 20 primary vectors are efficient to appropriately 

present the patch. 

Specific necessary space can be calculated offline. 

Compared to key SIFT, descriptor’s size is decreased 8 

times which is generally this method’s advantage. 

2.1.2 Gradient Local Orientation Histogram (GLOH) 

GLOH is a developed form of key SIFT to achieve higher 

discriminative power. Instead of diving the patches 

around a key point in a 4*4 arranged network, they are 

divided in radial and arced networks. Practically 2 radii 

and 8 arcs divide the patches into 17 positions. A similar 

idea has been used for the shape content. Gradient 

orientation of these patches is quantized to 16 bin 

histograms which in fact results in the 273-dimensional 

descriptor. These high descriptor dimensions are reduced 

by PCA so that 128 special vectors, corresponding to 128 

of the biggest amounts, are taken into account for the 

description. 

2.1.3 Twisted Images 

Twisted images are introduced by 3D textual object 

detection systems on the shape to simultaneously detect 

some objects in crowded scenes. Afterwards these 

descriptors have been developed for 2D images and the 

usages of the intended finding match. In practice, it uses 

the domain of twisted image intensity. The next 2D 

histogram from intensity amounts (I) and their distance 

from the region center (D) are called the twisted image 

histogram descriptor. Each row of the 2D descriptor, 

presenting the histogram of grey area amounts, is in a 

coiled distance from the center. Eventually the histogram 

is smoothed and the stage of normalizing is done by 

invariance or an amount of the produced view. Usually 

quantifying the intensity histogram is performed in 10 

bins and 5 different radial pieces, the result of which is a 

50-dimensional descriptor that is invariant and with 

rotation in the surface. 

2.1.4 Shape Content for Area Description 

Shape content descriptor uses the distribution of relative 

points’ position. The corresponding orientations in a 

histogram are selected as the descriptor. Initial points are 

the internal or external cantor points under the study 

which can be identified by edge detector and are 

repetitively sampled in all shape twist. A complete shape 

presentation can be achieved by gathering all relative 

positions between two initial sections and paired points’ 

orientations and the dimensions of each descriptor slowly 

increases as the area size grows. To decrease the 

inappropriate histogram size, the sample coordinates of 

the shape are calculated relatively. Each part of the 

histogram is called a bin. 

This descriptor is very sensitive to sample adjacent point 

position. It has been shown that 5 bins for the radius 

(logr) and 12 bins for the 0 angle give better results 

compared to dimensional descriptors. Point distribution is 

weighted arbitrarily so that the domain histogram can 

give appropriate results. 

3. Conclusion 

Object detection has many uses in various areas of 

computer sight, including retrieving the image and visual 

supervision. Object detection is that in a certain image, 

whether there is a certain object or not; and if there is, the 

position and size of the object is determined. An object 

detection system can identify real objects in real images 

by means of object models which have been determined 

before. So far many characteristics and signs such as 

color, tissue, and movement have been presented and 

studied. Perhaps it can be said that shape is one of the 

most public and dominant of these characteristics. Shape-

based approaches extract a demonstration of an object’s 

shape, measuring the shapes’ similarity by comparing 

with this demonstration and in this paper we reviewed 

and evaluated the detection methods, based on shapes’ 

appearance. 
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